### Solar System Crossword

#### Across
1. The red planet
2. Once considered a planet, ______ was recently reclassified as a dwarf planet
3. ______ System
4. 8th planet from the sun
5. This planet is known for its rings
6. Planet nearest to Earth
7. Planet closest to the sun
8. Largest planet
9. ______ Way
10. The third planet from the sun. 
11. This star heats the Earth
12. The ______ System
13. Black ______

#### Down
1. There are eight in our solar system
2. ______ Way
3. 7th planet from the sun
4. Planet closest to the sun
5. ______ System
6. ______ Way
7. This star heats the Earth
8. Largest planet
9. Planet nearest to Earth
10. The third planet from the sun.
11. This star heats the Earth
12. The ______ System
13. Black ______
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